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DisclaimerDisclaimer
 

The Securities and ExchangeThe Securities and Exchange
Commission, as a matter of policy,Commission, as a matter of policy,
disclaims responsibility for anydisclaims responsibility for any
private publication or statement byprivate publication or statement by
any of its employees.any of its employees. Therefore, theTherefore, the 
views expressed are my own,views expressed are my own, and doand do 
not necessarily reflect the views ofnot necessarily reflect the views of
the Commission or the otherthe Commission or the other 
members of the staff of themembers of the staff of the 
Commission.Commission. 
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Presentation ObjectivePresentation Objective 
 
These slides are intended toThese slides are intended to 
provide an overview of issues thatprovide an overview of issues that 
the Division of Corporation Financethe Division of Corporation Finance 
Staff frequently encounter whenStaff frequently encounter when 
reviewing filings for communityreviewing filings for community 
banks, although other financialbanks, although other financial 
institutions may also find theinstitutions may also find the 
information useful.information useful. 
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Frequent Areas of Staff CommentFrequent Areas of Staff Comment 
 

This section is organized in the following twoThis section is organized in the following two 


ways:ways: 
 

1.1. 	 Frequent Areas of Staff CommentFrequent Areas of Staff Comment–– areasareas 
where comments will likely be issued ifwhere comments will likely be issued if
appropriate supporting disclosures are notappropriate supporting disclosures are not
provided to explain the matterprovided to explain the matter 

2.2.	 Suggestions for Enhanced DisclosureSuggestions for Enhanced Disclosure–– 
MD&A disclosure suggestions by topicalMD&A disclosure suggestions by topical 
area.area. These suggestions are only applicableThese suggestions are only applicable
in situations where thein situations where the topics are material totopics are material to
an understanding of the bank's financialan understanding of the bank's financial
condition, results of operations, liquidity orcondition, results of operations, liquidity or
capital resourcescapital resources 
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Frequent Areas of Staff CommentFrequent Areas of Staff Comment 
 

1.1. Allowance for Loan LossesAllowance for Loan Losses 
2.2. Troubled Debt Restructurings (TDRs)Troubled Debt Restructurings (TDRs) 
3.3. Other Real Estate Owned (OREO)Other Real Estate Owned (OREO) 
4.4. Purchased LoansPurchased Loans 
5.5. U.S. Treasury Mortgage Modification ProgramsU.S. Treasury Mortgage Modification Programs 
6.6. Securities ImpairmentSecurities Impairment 
7.7. Goodwill ImpairmentGoodwill Impairment 
8.8. Deferred Tax Asset ValuationDeferred Tax Asset Valuation 
9.9. Fair Value DisclosuresFair Value Disclosures 
10.10. TARP TransactionsTARP Transactions 
11.11. Regulatory Actions or RecommendationsRegulatory Actions or Recommendations 
12.12. FDIC Assisted TransactionsFDIC Assisted Transactions 
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Allowance for Loan LossAllowance for Loan Loss –– Areas ofAreas of 
Staff CommentStaff Comment 
The staff is likely to request enhanced disclosureThe staff is likely to request enhanced disclosure

where a financial institution does not providewhere a financial institution does not provide
sufficient disclosure to explain the circumstancessufficient disclosure to explain the circumstances
related to:related to: 
��  Fluctuating ratio of allowance to total loansFluctuating ratio of allowance to total loans 
��  Fluctuating coverage ratio (allowance to totalFluctuating coverage ratio (allowance to total 


nonnon--performing loans)performing loans)
 
��  Large unallocated allowance presented underLarge unallocated allowance presented under


Guide 3Guide 3
 

��  Changes in methodologies or chargeChanges in methodologies or charge--off policiesoff policies 
��  Large fluctuations in the provision for loan lossesLarge fluctuations in the provision for loan losses 
��  Large fluctuations in chargeLarge fluctuations in charge--offs or nonoffs or non--


performing loansperforming loans
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Allowance for Loan LossAllowance for Loan Loss –– Areas ofAreas of 
Staff CommentStaff Comment (cont(cont’’d)d) 

��Fluctuations in the different components of theFluctuations in the different components of the
allowance to the total allowanceallowance to the total allowance 
�� Regulatory agreementsRegulatory agreements 
��Indication that appraisals are not timelyIndication that appraisals are not timely

updated for loans measured for impairmentupdated for loans measured for impairment
based on the collateral valuebased on the collateral value 

��Geographic or higherGeographic or higher--risk loan typerisk loan type
concentrationsconcentrations 
��ChargeCharge--off polices for each type of loanoff polices for each type of loan 
��NonNon--accrual policies for each type of loanaccrual policies for each type of loan 
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Enhanced Allowance DisclosureEnhanced Allowance Disclosure –– 
Dear CFO LetterDear CFO Letter 

August 2009August 2009 ““Dear CFODear CFO”” letter on Allowance for Loanletter on Allowance for Loan 
Losses contains disclosure suggestions in theLosses contains disclosure suggestions in the 
following areas:following areas: 
�� Disclosures Surrounding HigherDisclosures Surrounding Higher--Risk LoanRisk Loan 


ProductsProducts
 

�� Changes in PraChanges in Praccticestices 
 
�� Declining CollateralDeclining Collateral ValuesValues 
 

�� Risk Mitigation ActivitiesRisk Mitigation Activities 
 

�� Effect of Acquisitions on AllowancesEffect of Acquisitions on Allowances 
 

••http://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidance/loanlohttp://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidance/loanlo 
ssesltr0809.htmssesltr0809.htm 
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Enhanced Allowance DisclosureEnhanced Allowance Disclosure –– 
1999 Bank Holding Company Letter1999 Bank Holding Company Letter 
January 1999 letter sent to some BankJanuary 1999 letter sent to some Bank 


Holding CompaniesHolding Companies –– still applicable!still applicable! TheThe 


letter contains disclosure suggestions in theletter contains disclosure suggestions in the 


following areas:following areas: 
 

��Process for Developing the AllowanceProcess for Developing the Allowance 
��Discussion of the Reasons for Changes inDiscussion of the Reasons for Changes in 


the Elements and Components of thethe Elements and Components of the 


AllowanceAllowance 
 
••http://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidanchttp://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidanc 


e/banklla.txte/banklla.txt 
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Enhanced Allowance DisclosureEnhanced Allowance Disclosure –– 
Changes to the MethodologyChanges to the Methodology 
Where you changed your aWhere you changed your alllowalowance methodology in rence methodology in recentcent 
periods, consider discussing:periods, consider discussing: 
�� Historical loss data you used as a starting point forHistorical loss data you used as a starting point for 

estimating lossesestimating losses 
�� How economicHow economic fafa ctors affecting loan qualityctors affecting loan quality wewe rere 

incorporated into the allowanceincorporated into the allowance 
�� ChargeCharge--off policyoff policy 
�� Level of specificity for groupLevel of specificity for grouping loans to estimate lossesing loans to estimate losses 
�� Application of loss factors to graded loansApplication of loss factors to graded loans 
�� Any other eAny other esstimation methods or assumptionstimation methods or assumptions 
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Enhanced Allowance DisclosureEnhanced Allowance Disclosure –– 
Increasing ChargeIncreasing Charge--offsoffs 

If you experienced a significant increase inIf you experienced a significant increase in
chargecharge--offs, enhance the disclosure surroundingoffs, enhance the disclosure surrounding
how the trend of increasing chargehow the trend of increasing charge--offs hasoffs has 
impacted or is expected to impact the allowance.impacted or is expected to impact the allowance.
For example, consider disclosing:For example, consider disclosing: 
�� the triggering events or other circumstancesthe triggering events or other circumstances

that impact the timing of when an allowancethat impact the timing of when an allowance
is establishedis established 
��how the increasing level of chargehow the increasing level of charge--offs isoffs is 

factored in the determination of the differentfactored in the determination of the different 
components of the allowancecomponents of the allowance 
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Enhanced Allowance DisclosureEnhanced Allowance Disclosure –– LoansLoans 
with Concentration of Credit Riskwith Concentration of Credit Risk 

To the extent that a few loTo the extent that a few loans make up the majority ofans make up the majority of 
the nonthe non--accrual loans, and thus there is aaccrual loans, and thus there is a 
concentration of credit risk, discuss your lendingconcentration of credit risk, discuss your lending 
relationships:relationships: 
�� General information about the borrowerGeneral information about the borrower 


(commercial, residential land developer,(commercial, residential land developer, 


commercial business)commercial business) 
 
�� Type of collateral securing the loanType of collateral securing the loan 
�� Amount of total credit exposureAmount of total credit exposure 
�� Amount of allowance for the impaired loanAmount of allowance for the impaired loan 
�� Any special circAny special circumstances surrounding the loan,umstances surrounding the loan, 


such as whether outsuch as whether out--ofof--market, loan participation,market, loan participation, 


etc.etc.
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Enhanced Allowance DisclosureEnhanced Allowance Disclosure –– 
Interest ReservesInterest Reserves 
If you have a material amount of construction loans withIf you have a material amount of construction loans with
interest reserves, consider disclosing the following:interest reserves, consider disclosing the following: 
�� Policy for recognizing interest income on those loansPolicy for recognizing interest income on those loans 
�� How you monitor the projectHow you monitor the projects throughout their lis throughout their lives toves to 

make sure the properties are moving along as planned tomake sure the properties are moving along as planned to
ensure appropriateness of continuing to capitalizeensure appropriateness of continuing to capitalize
interestinterest 

�� Whether you have extended,Whether you have extended, renewed or restructuredrenewed or restructured 


terms of the related loans and the reasons for theterms of the related loans and the reasons for the 


changeschanges 
 

�� Your underwriting process for the loans with interestYour underwriting process for the loans with interest


reserves and any specific differences in how youreserves and any specific differences in how you


underwrite lunderwrite looans with interest reserves and thoseans with interest reserves and those 


without interest reserveswithout interest reserves
 

�� Whether any of your loansWhether any of your loans with interest reserves arewith interest reserves are 


currently noncurrently non--performingperforming 
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Enhanced Allowance DisclosureEnhanced Allowance Disclosure –– Loans MeasuredLoans Measured 
for Impairment Based on the Collateral Valuefor Impairment Based on the Collateral Value 

If you have a significant amouIf you have a significant amount of loans measured fornt of loans measured for 
impairment basedimpairment based on the collateralon the collateral value, considervalue, consider 
disclosing:disclosing: 
�� How and when updated third partyHow and when updated third party appraisals aappraisals a rree

obtained and how this impacts the amouobtained and how this impacts the amount and timing ofnt and timing of
recording the loan loss provision and chargerecording the loan loss provision and charge--offsoffs 

�� Whether you make any adjustWhether you make any adjustments to the appraisalsments to the appraisals 


and wand whhyy 
 

�� Type of appraisal, such asType of appraisal, such as ““retail valueretail value”” oror ““as isas is”” valuevalue 
�� How partially chargedHow partially charged--off loans measured for impairmentoff loans measured for impairment

basedbased on the collateralon the collateral value are classified andvalue are classified and 
accounted for subsequent to receiving an updatedaccounted for subsequent to receiving an updated
appraisal.appraisal. For example,For example, discldisclose whether the loans areose whether the loans are 
returned to performing status or whether they remain asreturned to performing status or whether they remain as
nonperformnonperformiingng 
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Enhanced Allowance DisclosureEnhanced Allowance Disclosure –– Loans MeasuredLoans Measured 
for Impairment Based on the Collateral Valuefor Impairment Based on the Collateral Value 
(cont(cont’’d)d) 

�� Typical timTypical timiing surrounding the recognition of loan asng surrounding the recognition of loan as 
nonnon--accrual and recording of any provision or chargeaccrual and recording of any provision or charge--offoff 

�� Procedures performed between receipt of updatedProcedures performed between receipt of updated 


appraisals to ensure impairmeappraisals to ensure impairment of loans measured fornt of loans measured for 


impairment basedimpairment based on the collateralon the collateral value are measuredvalue are measured 


appropriateappropriatellyy 
 

�� How you determine the amouHow you determine the amount to chargent to charge--offoff 
�� In the event external appraisals are not used toIn the event external appraisals are not used to 

determine the value of the underlying collatedetermine the value of the underlying collaterraall or whereor where 
the appraisal has not been updated, discthe appraisal has not been updated, disclose yourlose your 
processes and procedures forprocesses and procedures for estimating the value of theestimating the value of the 
collateral for those loanscollateral for those loans 
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Enhanced Allowance DisclosureEnhanced Allowance Disclosure –– Loans MeasuredLoans Measured 
for Impairment Based on the Collateral Valuefor Impairment Based on the Collateral Value 
(cont(cont’’d)d) 

If you have a significant amIf you have a significant amount of loans measuredount of loans measured 
for impairment based on the collateral value,for impairment based on the collateral value, 
describe how chargedescribe how charge--offs for confirmed lossesoffs for confirmed losses 
impact the coverage ratio (total allowance for loanimpact the coverage ratio (total allowance for loan 
losses divided by total nonperforming loans).losses divided by total nonperforming loans). ForFor 
example, consider providing the following types ofexample, consider providing the following types of 
disclosure:disclosure: 
��  Nonperforming loans for which the full loss hasNonperforming loans for which the full loss has 


been chargedbeen charged--off to total loansoff to total loans
 

��  Nonperforming loans for which the full loss hasNonperforming loans for which the full loss has 


been chargedbeen charged--off to total nonperforming loansoff to total nonperforming loans
 

��  ChargeCharge--off rate for nonperforming loans foroff rate for nonperforming loans for 


which the full loss has been chargedwhich the full loss has been charged--offoff
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Enhanced Allowance DisclosureEnhanced Allowance Disclosure –– Loans MeasuredLoans Measured 
for Impairment Based on the Collateral Valuefor Impairment Based on the Collateral Value 
(cont(cont’’d)d) 

��Coverage ratio net of nonperforming loansCoverage ratio net of nonperforming loans 
for which the full loss has been chargedfor which the full loss has been charged--offoff 
��Total Allowance / (Total loansTotal Allowance / (Total loans –– 

Nonperforming loans for which the full lossNonperforming loans for which the full loss 
has been chargedhas been charged--off )off ) 
��Allowance for individually impaired loans /Allowance for individually impaired loans / 


Total loans that are individually impairedTotal loans that are individually impaired 
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Troubled Debt RestructuringsTroubled Debt Restructurings 

(TDRs)(TDRs) –– Enhanced DisclosureEnhanced Disclosure 
 
To the extent that you haTo the extent that you have a material amount ofve a material amount of 

TDRs, consider disclosing:TDRs, consider disclosing: 
�� TDRs quantified by loan type (residential, homeTDRs quantified by loan type (residential, home

equity, commercial, credit cards, etc),equity, commercial, credit cards, etc),
classified/quantified separately as accrual and nonclassified/quantified separately as accrual and non--
accrualaccrual 

�� Policy regarding how many payments the borrowerPolicy regarding how many payments the borrower
needs to make on the restructured loans beforeneeds to make on the restructured loans before 
returning the loan to accrual statusreturning the loan to accrual status 

�� Quantification of types of concessions maQuantification of types of concessions madede ––
reduction in interest rate, payment extensions,reduction in interest rate, payment extensions,
forgiveness of principal, forbearance or otherforgiveness of principal, forbearance or other
actions and discussion of the bankactions and discussion of the bank’’s success withs success with 
the different types of concessionsthe different types of concessions 
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Troubled Debt Restructurings (TDRs)Troubled Debt Restructurings (TDRs) 


–– Enhanced DisclosureEnhanced Disclosure (cont(cont’’d)d) 

��Separately discuss restructurings made forSeparately discuss restructurings made for
““covered loanscovered loans”” that are accounted for underthat are accounted for under 
loss sharing agreements with the FDICloss sharing agreements with the FDIC 
�� If impairment is measured based on theIf impairment is measured based on the

present value of expected future cash flows,present value of expected future cash flows,
disclose policy election regarding how thedisclose policy election regarding how the
entire change in present value is reflected inentire change in present value is reflected in
the financial statements.the financial statements. For example, discloseFor example, disclose
whether the amount is recorded entirely withinwhether the amount is recorded entirely within
the provision for loan losses or whether athe provision for loan losses or whether a
portion reflecting the amount attributable to theportion reflecting the amount attributable to the
passage of time is recorded as interest income.passage of time is recorded as interest income.
To the extent that part of the amount isTo the extent that part of the amount is
reflected within interest income, the amount ofreflected within interest income, the amount of
interest income recognized should beinterest income recognized should be
disclosed (ASC 310disclosed (ASC 310--1010--45)45) 
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Other Real Estate Owned (OREO)Other Real Estate Owned (OREO) –– 
Enhanced DisclosureEnhanced Disclosure 
To the extent you have a significant amount of OREO,To the extent you have a significant amount of OREO,

consider providing:consider providing: 
�� Breakout of OREO by categoryBreakout of OREO by category –– lotlot ll ooans, commerciaans, commerciall 

real estate,real estate, residential, etc.residential, etc. 
�� Rollforward of OREORollforward of OREO –– beginning balance, additions,beginning balance, additions,

capitalized improvements, valuation adjustments,capitalized improvements, valuation adjustments,
dispodispossitions, ending balanceitions, ending balance 

�� Discussion of actual prices received upon sale of OREODiscussion of actual prices received upon sale of OREO
versus amounts recorded in the financial statementsversus amounts recorded in the financial statements 

�� Disclosure of the line itemDisclosure of the line item in the income statementin the income statement 
where gains/losses recognized upon disposition ofwhere gains/losses recognized upon disposition of
OROREO are recEO are recoorderdedd 

�� Typical foreclosure decisionTypical foreclosure decision--making processmaking process –– ifif 
significant concentrations wisignificant concentrations within certain states,thin certain states, discussdiscuss 
general foreclosure timelingeneral foreclosure timelines /processes in those stateses /processes in those states 
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Purchased LoansPurchased Loans –– Areas of StaffAreas of Staff 
CommentComment 

SOP 03SOP 03--33 ––Loans and Debt Securities Acquired 
with Deteriorated Credit Quality (ASC 310-30) 
�� Policy disclosuresPolicy disclosures regarding how purchased loansregarding how purchased loans 

are aare accounted for, including scope and amount ofccounted for, including scope and amount of 
loans in which ASCloans in which ASC 310310--30 guidance is applied30 guidance is applied 

�� Lack of all disclosures required by ASC 310Lack of all disclosures required by ASC 310--30 for30 for 
loans accounted for in accordance with theloans accounted for in accordance with the 
guidance in ASC 310guidance in ASC 310--3030 

�� Lack of compliance with all the accountingLack of compliance with all the accounting 


guidance (including the pool criteria) for loansguidance (including the pool criteria) for loans 


accounted for in accordance with ASC 310accounted for in accordance with ASC 310--3030
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Purchased LoansPurchased Loans –– EnhancedEnhanced 
DisclosureDisclosure 

To the extent you had a siTo the extent you had a significant purchase ofgnificant purchase of 
loans accounted for in accordance with theloans accounted for in accordance with the 
guidance in ASC 310guidance in ASC 310--30, consider providing the30, consider providing the 
following disclosures:following disclosures: 
��  Discussion of the effect on nonperforming loans /Discussion of the effect on nonperforming loans / 

total loans ratios if nonperforming loans acquiredtotal loans ratios if nonperforming loans acquired 
are classified as performing upon acquisitionare classified as performing upon acquisition 

��  If loans within the scope are not classified as partIf loans within the scope are not classified as part 
of the table showing contractually past due loansof the table showing contractually past due loans 
and still accruing (Guide 3 disclosures), provideand still accruing (Guide 3 disclosures), provide 
clear disclosure in the footnote to the table andclear disclosure in the footnote to the table and 
quantify the amount of loans excluded and whyquantify the amount of loans excluded and why 
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U.S. Treasury Mortgage ModificationU.S. Treasury Mortgage Modification 
ProgramsPrograms –– Enhanced DisclosureEnhanced Disclosure 

The U.S. Treasury has announceThe U.S. Treasury has announced several programs to try tod several programs to try to 
stabilistabilizze the U.S.e the U.S. housing market, ihousing market, inncluding mortgagecluding mortgage 
modification programs under the Making Home Affordablemodification programs under the Making Home Affordable 
(MHA) Program.(MHA) Program. 
�� If the federal financial assistance provided under theIf the federal financial assistance provided under the 

program is reasonably likely toprogram is reasonably likely to have a current or futurehave a current or future 
effect on your financiaeffect on your financial condl condition, results of operations,ition, results of operations, 
liquidity or capitalliquidity or capital resourcesresources that is material, disclosurethat is material, disclosure 
should be provided.should be provided. DiscDisclosure should include thelosure should include the 
nature, amounts, and effectsnature, amounts, and effects of government assistance,of government assistance, 
including your accounting policy for such assistance.including your accounting policy for such assistance. 
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U.S. Treasury Mortgage ModificationU.S. Treasury Mortgage Modification 
ProgramsPrograms –– Enhanced DisclosureEnhanced Disclosure (cont(cont’’d)d) 

��  The amounThe amount and descriptiont and description of onof on --balance sheetbalance sheet 
loans, offloans, off--balance sheet loans you service and loansbalance sheet loans you service and loans
collateralizing subordinated interests held in offcollateralizing subordinated interests held in off--
balance sheet securitizatiobalance sheet securitizationn vehicles thvehicles th at areat are 
participating in the mortgage programsparticipating in the mortgage programs 

��  An estimated amouAn estimated amount and dnt and descriptionescription of loans (bof loans (b asedased 
on same categories above) that are not currentlyon same categories above) that are not currently
participating in the program, but you believe areparticipating in the program, but you believe are
eligible for participation, along with a discussion ofeligible for participation, along with a discussion of
the methodology used to determine the amountsthe methodology used to determine the amounts 

��  A descriptionA description of the loof the lo an modan modiiffiicatiocationnss made undmade und erer 


the modification program and the nature of thethe modification program and the nature of the 


government assistance provided, includinggovernment assistance provided, including 


information about the changes to loan terms madeinformation about the changes to loan terms made 


under the program and amount and timing ofunder the program and amount and timing of 


government assistance payments anticipatedgovernment assistance payments anticipated as aas a 


result of the modificationsresult of the modifications 
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U.S. Treasury Mortgage ModificationU.S. Treasury Mortgage Modification 
ProgramsPrograms –– Enhanced DisclosureEnhanced Disclosure (cont(cont’’d)d) 

�� The events that would require the U.S. Treasury toThe events that would require the U.S. Treasury to 
make a payment and contingencies that couldmake a payment and contingencies that could 
affect the U.S. Treasuryaffect the U.S. Treasury’’s obligation to maks obligation to makee 
paymentspayments 

�� The amount of assistance payments received toThe amount of assistance payments received to 


date under the program, including amountsdate under the program, including amounts 


currently receivable, from the U.S. Treasurycurrently receivable, from the U.S. Treasury 
 

�� The impact of expected government assistance onThe impact of expected government assistance on 
the balance sheet as of the reporting date,the balance sheet as of the reporting date, 
including the present value of expectedincluding the present value of expected 
government assistance payments that are includedgovernment assistance payments that are included 
in your allowance for loan losses, valuation ofin your allowance for loan losses, valuation of 
retained interests and estimate of the fair value ofretained interests and estimate of the fair value of 
mortgage servicing rightsmortgage servicing rights 25  



 

U.S. Treasury Mortgage ModificationU.S. Treasury Mortgage Modification 
ProgramsPrograms –– Enhanced DisclosureEnhanced Disclosure (cont(cont’’d)d) 

� The impact of government assistance during the 


period on the income statement, including the 


amount of government assistance reflected in 


interest income and servicing income during the 


period. 
 

� Loans modified under the programs may have 
credit characteristics that diverge from the 
unmodified portfolio, resulting in a concentration of 
credit risk that requires disclosure pursuant to FSP 
SOP 94-6-1 (ASC 825-10-55). For example, 
extended amortization periods, balloon payments, 
payment terms that expose borrower to higher 
payment after end of five year participation period. 
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Securities ImpairmentSecurities Impairment 
 
••	 Areas of Staff Comment ApplicableAreas of Staff Comment Applicable

to all Securitiesto all Securities 
••	 Trust Preferred SecuritiesTrust Preferred Securities 
••	 MortgageMortgage--Backed SecuritiesBacked Securities 
••	 Equity SecuritiesEquity Securities 
••	 Investment in Federal Home LoanInvestment in Federal Home Loan 

Bank (FHLB) StockBank (FHLB) Stock 
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Securities ImpairmentSecurities Impairment –– AllAll 
SecuritiesSecurities -- Areas of Staff CommentAreas of Staff Comment 
�� No cumulative effect adjustment reNo cumulative effect adjustment recorded upon thecorded upon the 


adoption of FSP FAS 115adoption of FSP FAS 115--2 (ASC 3202 (ASC 320--1010--65) and65) and 


impairment charges were recoimpairment charges were recorded in recent historicalrded in recent historical 


periodsperiods 
 

�� All disclosures required not providedAll disclosures required not provided –– some of mostsome of most 
commonly missed disclosurescommonly missed disclosures are the ones required byare the ones required by
SFAS 115 (ASC 320SFAS 115 (ASC 320--1010--50) and FSP 11550) and FSP 115--1 (ASC 3201 (ASC 320--1010--
50) that a50) that arree now requirenow require dd inin  QUARTERLY and annualQUARTERLY and annual
reports, as well as the tabulareports, as well as the tabular rollforward of credit lossesr rollforward of credit losses 
and the disclosures of assumptions and methodology toand the disclosures of assumptions and methodology to
measure the credit loss (ASC 320measure the credit loss (ASC 320--1010--50)50) 

�� Presentation of total otherPresentation of total other--thanthan--temporary impairmenttemporary impairment
loss outside of nonloss outside of non--interest income (required by Article 9interest income (required by Article 9
of Sof S--X)X) 

�� Determination ofDetermination of ““major securitymajor security”” tytype (ASpe (ASCC 3232 00--1010--50)50) 
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Securities ImpairmentSecurities Impairment–– Trust PreferredTrust Preferred 
Securities (TPS)Securities (TPS) –– Areas of Staff CommentAreas of Staff Comment 

I.I. Methodology for Determining Fair ValueMethodology for Determining Fair Value 
��Whether securityWhether security--specific collateral was usedspecific collateral was used 


in projecting defaults, deferrals, recovery, orin projecting defaults, deferrals, recovery, or 


prepayment assumptionsprepayment assumptions 

��Discount rates or prepayment rateDiscount rates or prepayment rate 


assumptions used in the valuationassumptions used in the valuation
 

��Whether all information becoming availableWhether all information becoming available 


prior to issuance of the financial statementsprior to issuance of the financial statements 


was consideredwas considered
 

��Changes to valuation techniquesChanges to valuation techniques 
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Securities ImpairmentSecurities Impairment–– Trust PreferredTrust Preferred 
Securities (TPS)Securities (TPS) –– Areas of Staff CommentAreas of Staff Comment 
(cont(cont’’d)d) 

II.II.	 Methodology for measuring credit impairmentMethodology for measuring credit impairment
 

�� 	 Whether securityWhether security--specific collateral wasspecific collateral was 


used in projecting defaults, deferrals,used in projecting defaults, deferrals, 


recovery, or prepayment assumptionsrecovery, or prepayment assumptions 


�� 	 Discount rates or prepayment rateDiscount rates or prepayment rate 
assumptions used in the measurement ofassumptions used in the measurement of 
credit impairmentcredit impairment 

�� 	 Whether all information becomingWhether all information becoming 
available prior to issuance of the financialavailable prior to issuance of the financial 
statements was consideredstatements was considered 
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Securities ImpairmentSecurities Impairment–– Trust PreferredTrust Preferred 


Securities (TPSSecurities (TPS)) –– Enhanced DisclosureEnhanced Disclosure
 

If material amount of TPS/Pooled TPS, or impairment of aIf material amount of TPS/Pooled TPS, or impairment of a


significant amount of TPS coulsignificant amount of TPS could reasonably likely have ad reasonably likely have a


material effect on the Bankmaterial effect on the Bank’’ss operations or capital, consideroperations or capital, consider 


disclosing the following for thdisclosing the following for those TPS with at least oneose TPS with at least one 


rating below investment grade:rating below investment grade:
 
�� SingleSingle--issuer or pooledissuer or pooled 
�� Class heldClass held 
�� Book valueBook value 
�� Fair valueFair value 
�� Unrealized gain/lossUnrealized gain/loss 
�� Lowest credit rating assignedLowest credit rating assigned 
�� Number of issuers currently performingNumber of issuers currently performing 
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Securities ImpairmentSecurities Impairment–– Trust PreferredTrust Preferred 
Securities (TPS)Securities (TPS) –– Enhanced Disclosure (contEnhanced Disclosure (cont’’d)d) 

�� Actual defaults and deferrals as a percentage ofActual defaults and deferrals as a percentage of 
original collateraloriginal collateral 

�� Expected deferrals and defaExpected deferrals and defaults as a percentage ofults as a percentage of 
the remaining performing collateral (along withthe remaining performing collateral (along with 
disclosure about assumption on recoveriedisclosure about assumption on recoveries fors for 
both deferrals and defaults)both deferrals and defaults) 

�� For the security tranche you hold, the additionalFor the security tranche you hold, the additional 
defaults/deferrals in edefaults/deferrals in excess of both the currentxcess of both the current 
projected defaults/deferrals the trust can absorbprojected defaults/deferrals the trust can absorb 
before the security tranche you hold experiencesbefore the security tranche you hold experiences 
any credit impairmentany credit impairment 
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Securities ImpairmentSecurities Impairment -- Mortgage BackedMortgage Backed 
SecuritiesSecurities –– Enhanced DisclosureEnhanced Disclosure 

The nature and type of assets underlying anyThe nature and type of assets underlying any 
assetasset--backed securities.backed securities. For example:For example: 
�� the types of loans (subthe types of loans (sub--prime, Altprime, Alt--A, or homeA, or home 

equity lines of credit)equity lines of credit) 
�� the years of issuance (vintage)the years of issuance (vintage) 
��current credit ratings of the securities,current credit ratings of the securities, 


including changes or potential changes toincluding changes or potential changes to 


those ratingsthose ratings 
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Securities ImpairmentSecurities Impairment–– EquityEquity 
SecuritiesSecurities –– Areas of Staff CommentAreas of Staff Comment 

••Large unrealized losses for a period of timeLarge unrealized losses for a period of time 
••Policies that may not appear to comply withPolicies that may not appear to comply with 


GAAP and SAB 111GAAP and SAB 111 
 

•• 	 Recovery solely based on historical returnsRecovery solely based on historical returns 


•• 	 Very long recovery periodsVery long recovery periods 
•• 	 Lack of consideration of issuerLack of consideration of issuer--specificspecific 


indicatorsindicators 
 
•• 	 Reliance solely on analyst reportReliance solely on analyst report

projections of stock price in future periodsprojections of stock price in future periods 
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Securities ImpairmentSecurities Impairment -- Investments in FederalInvestments in Federal 
Home Loan Bank (FHLB) StockHome Loan Bank (FHLB) Stock –– Areas of StaffAreas of Staff 
CommentComment 

��Classification as AFS securitiesClassification as AFS securities --should beshould be 
separately presented from other securitiesseparately presented from other securities –– 
(ASC 942(ASC 942--325325--45)45) 
�� Inappropriate impairment policyInappropriate impairment policy –– SOP 01SOP 01--66 

(ASC 942(ASC 942--325325--35) provides guidance for35) provides guidance for 
evaluating FHLB stock for impairment (it is aevaluating FHLB stock for impairment (it is a 
cost method, restricted stock investment thatcost method, restricted stock investment that 
is evaluated for impairment)is evaluated for impairment) 
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Securities ImpairmentSecurities Impairment -- Investments in FederalInvestments in Federal 
Home Loan Bank (FHLB) StockHome Loan Bank (FHLB) Stock –– EnhancedEnhanced 
DisclosureDisclosure 

Provide a detailed impairment policy for theProvide a detailed impairment policy for the 
investment in FHLB stock, including all positiveinvestment in FHLB stock, including all positive 
and negative evidence considered in concludingand negative evidence considered in concluding 
that the investment is not impaired.that the investment is not impaired. For example,For example, 
discuss how any suspensions of dividends ordiscuss how any suspensions of dividends or 
redemptions, as well as any net losses andredemptions, as well as any net losses and 
declining equity balances at the FHLB were takendeclining equity balances at the FHLB were taken 
into consideration in concluding that theinto consideration in concluding that the 
investment was not impaired.investment was not impaired. 
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Goodwill ImpairmentGoodwill Impairment –– Areas ofAreas of 
Staff CommentStaff Comment 

Lack of interim impairmentLack of interim impairment tests given existence oftests given existence of 
factors such as:factors such as: 
�� Going concern opinionGoing concern opinion 
�� Cease & desist orders or other regulatoryCease & desist orders or other regulatory 

agreementsagreements 
�� Significant net losses andSignificant net losses and further deteriorationfurther deterioration 

expectedexpected 
�� Management changesManagement changes 
�� Market capitalization significantly below book valueMarket capitalization significantly below book value 

of equity and has been for several quartersof equity and has been for several quarters 
�� Full valuation allowance on deferred tax assetsFull valuation allowance on deferred tax assets 
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Goodwill ImpairmentGoodwill Impairment –– Areas ofAreas of 
Staff CommentStaff Comment (cont(cont’’d)d) 

Is valuation technique appropriate?Is valuation technique appropriate? WereWere 
multiple valuation techniques considered?multiple valuation techniques considered? 
Are assumptions reasonable?Are assumptions reasonable? 
��Staff may request valuation reportsStaff may request valuation reports 

prepared by the Bank or a thirdprepared by the Bank or a third--partyparty 
valuation firm, as determined necessaryvaluation firm, as determined necessary 

��Were appropriate disclosures madeWere appropriate disclosures made 


surrounding the key judgments?surrounding the key judgments? 
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Goodwill ImpairmentGoodwill Impairment –– EnhancedEnhanced 
DisclosureDisclosure 
For each reporting unit aFor each reporting unit att riskrisk  ofof  failing Step 1 of the Test,failing Step 1 of the Test,

consider disclosing the following information:consider disclosing the following information: 
�� Percentage by which faPercentage by which fairir value exceeded carrying valuevalue exceeded carrying value

as of the date of the most recent test;as of the date of the most recent test; 
�� Amount of goodwill aAmount of goodwill alllocated to the reporting unit;located to the reporting unit; 
�� Description of the methods and key assumptions usedDescription of the methods and key assumptions used

and how the key assumptions were determined;and how the key assumptions were determined; 
�� Discussion of the degree of uncertainty associated withDiscussion of the degree of uncertainty associated with

the key assumptions. The discussion regardingthe key assumptions. The discussion regarding
uncertainty should provide specifics to the extentuncertainty should provide specifics to the extent
possible (e.g., the valuatpossible (e.g., the valuation model assumes recoveryion model assumes recovery
from a business downturn within a defined period offrom a business downturn within a defined period of
time); atime); anndd 

�� Description of potentialDescription of potential events and/or changes inevents and/or changes in
circumstances that could reasonably be expected tocircumstances that could reasonably be expected to
negatively affect the key assumptions.negatively affect the key assumptions. 39  



Deferred Tax Assets (DTA) ValuationDeferred Tax Assets (DTA) Valuation 


AllowanceAllowance –– Areas of Staff CommentAreas of Staff Comment 
 

�� In evaluating cumulative loss scenario,In evaluating cumulative loss scenario, 
excluding the significant increase in the loanexcluding the significant increase in the loan 
loss provision during the current yearloss provision during the current year 
��NonNon--objective evidence in supporting how DTAobjective evidence in supporting how DTA 

will be realized, particularly if basedwill be realized, particularly if based 
substantially on income not expected to besubstantially on income not expected to be 
achieved for several years in the futureachieved for several years in the future 
��Lack of disclosure supporting theLack of disclosure supporting the 

appropriateness of a partial valuationappropriateness of a partial valuation 
allowanceallowance 
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DTA Valuation AllowanceDTA Valuation Allowance –– 
Enhanced DisclosureEnhanced Disclosure 
��Disclose both the positive and negativeDisclose both the positive and negative 

evidence considered in determining the extentevidence considered in determining the extent 
of any valuation allowanceof any valuation allowance 
��To the extent there is reliance on tax planningTo the extent there is reliance on tax planning 

strategies or offset of deferred tax liabilities instrategies or offset of deferred tax liabilities in 
lieu of future taxable income for the realizationlieu of future taxable income for the realization 
of the DTAs, disclosure of these facts and aof the DTAs, disclosure of these facts and a 
description of such strategiesdescription of such strategies 
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Fair Value DisclosuresFair Value Disclosures –– Areas ofAreas of 
Staff CommentStaff Comment 
�� Disclosures required by FSP FAS 107Disclosures required by FSP FAS 107--1 and APB1 and APB 

2828--1 (ASC 8251 (ASC 825--1010--50) not provided in interim50) not provided in interim
financial statementsfinancial statements 

�� Unclear application of FSP FAS 157Unclear application of FSP FAS 157--4 (ASC 8204 (ASC 820--1010--
35)35) 
�� ExampleExample ––loans measured for impairment basedloans measured for impairment based

on the collateral value, and appraisal values areon the collateral value, and appraisal values are
not considered at all in the valuationnot considered at all in the valuation 

�� Classification in the fair value hierarchyClassification in the fair value hierarchy 
�� Lack of disclosureLack of disclosure regarding nonregarding non--recurringrecurring

measurements required by par. 33 of FAS 157 (ASCmeasurements required by par. 33 of FAS 157 (ASC
820820--1010--50)50) 
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Fair Value DisclosuresFair Value Disclosures –– EnhancedEnhanced 
DisclosureDisclosure 

••DCF staff issued twoDCF staff issued two ““Dear CFODear CFO”” lettersletters 
providing suggestions for additional fair valueproviding suggestions for additional fair value
disclosures in MD&A with goal of improvingdisclosures in MD&A with goal of improving
transparency surrounding fair valuetransparency surrounding fair value 
measurementsmeasurements 
��March 2008March 2008 
�� http://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidanhttp://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidan

ce/fairvalueltr0308.htmce/fairvalueltr0308.htm 
��September 2008September 2008 
�� http://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidanhttp://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidan

ce/fairvalueltr0908.htmce/fairvalueltr0908.htm 
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Fair Value DisclosuresFair Value Disclosures –– EnhancedEnhanced 
DisclosureDisclosure (cont(cont’’d)d) 

““Dear CFODear CFO”” letters covered a wide range of topics:letters covered a wide range of topics: 

••March 2008March 2008 
�� Sensitivity AnalysisSensitivity Analysis 
�� Transfers to Level 3 and related effectsTransfers to Level 3 and related effects 
�� Collateral underlyCollateral underlyiing ABSng ABS 

September 2008September 2008 
�� Consideration of credit riConsideration of credit risk in FV determinationsk in FV determination 
�� Use of brokers and pricing servicesUse of brokers and pricing services 
�� Impact of illiquidity on techniques and assumptionsImpact of illiquidity on techniques and assumptions 
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TARP TransactionsTARP Transactions –– EnhancedEnhanced 
DisclosureDisclosure 
Enhance disclosure surrounding Issuance of PreferreEnhance disclosure surrounding Issuance of Preferredd 
Stock and Warrants to Treasury:Stock and Warrants to Treasury: 
�� Assumptions used to calculate the fairAssumptions used to calculate the fair value of thevalue of the 


preferred stock and warrantspreferred stock and warrants
 
�� Disclosure regarding whetherDisclosure regarding whether the relative fair valuethe relative fair value 

method was used to allocate the consideration to themethod was used to allocate the consideration to the 
preferred stock and the warrantspreferred stock and the warrants 

�� Disclosure of the discount rate used to value theDisclosure of the discount rate used to value the 


preferred stockpreferred stock
 

�� Method used to amortize the discount on the preferredMethod used to amortize the discount on the preferred
stockstock 

�� Discussion of any management plans for repaymentDiscussion of any management plans for repayment 
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FDIC Assisted TransactionsFDIC Assisted Transactions –– AreasAreas 
of Staff Commentof Staff Comment 
To the extent the Bank has entered into a loss sharingTo the extent the Bank has entered into a loss sharing 
agreeagreemment with the FDIC in connection with anent with the FDIC in connection with an 
acquisition of a failed financial institution:acquisition of a failed financial institution: 
��  The assets covered by the loThe assets covered by the loss sharingss sharing agreementsagreements

should be recorded in their respective balance sheetshould be recorded in their respective balance sheet
categories (i.e., loans, OREO, securities)categories (i.e., loans, OREO, securities) –– it isit is 
acceptable to haveacceptable to have a separate suba separate sub--heheaadding for thosing for thosee 
““coveredcovered”” versusversus ““nonnon--coveredcovered”” assetsassets 

��  The loss sharingThe loss sharing agreement shagreement sh ououldld be valued andbe valued and
recorded separarecorded separattely on the face of the balance sheetely on the face of the balance sheet 
or groor grouped withuped withinin other assets if nother assets if n oot materialt material ––
appropriate guappropriate guididance inance in FAS 141R (ASC 805) forFAS 141R (ASC 805) for
indemnifindemnificatioicationn assets shouassets shou ldld be followedbe followed  if oif o bbtainedtained 
in connection with the acquisition of a businessin connection with the acquisition of a business 
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FDIC Assisted TransactionsFDIC Assisted Transactions –– AreasAreas 
of Staff Commentof Staff Comment (cont(cont’’d)d) 

The allowance for loan losses should be determined withoutThe allowance for loan losses should be determined without 
giving congiving conssideratioideration to the loss shn to the loss sharing agreement (sinaring agreement (since thece the 
loss sharing agreement is seploss sharing agreement is sepaararately accounted for and thustely accounted for and thus
““grossgross”” on the balance sheeton the balance sheet)) 
�� The provision for lThe provision for looan losses man losses may be net of changes in theay be net of changes in the

amount receivable from the loss sharing agreement, withamount receivable from the loss sharing agreement, with
appropriatappropriatee disclodisclo ssure of the effure of the effeectcts of the loss sharings of the loss sharing
agreement on the provision for loan lossesagreement on the provision for loan losses 

�� The Guide 3 disclosures should include the assets subjectThe Guide 3 disclosures should include the assets subject 
arate footto the loss sharing agreement, with septo the loss sharing agreement, with separate footnotenote 

disclodisclossure regure regaarding the special naturding the special nature of the assre of the assetets, ors, or 
potentially these assets shoulpotentially these assets should be presented separatelyd be presented separately
within the Guide 3 disclosures.within the Guide 3 disclosures. 
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Regulatory Actions or Recommendations 


– Enhanced Disclosure 

Formal Agreements: 
�Summary of all provisions 
�Describe steps taken or to be taken to

comply with each provision 
�Describe current compliance with each

provision 
�Describe the material impact on future

operations 
�Describe the potential consequences if

there is a failure to comply 
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Regulatory Actions or Recommendations 


– Enhanced Disclosure (cont’d) 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOUs) or
Informal Agreements: 
�Not required to be disclosed if prohibited by

banking regulations 
�Must disclose actions taken or to be taken if 

they have a material impact on future
operations 

TARP Recipients: 
� If adopted by the SEC, “say on pay”

requirements will apply to all TARP recipients 
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SAB 1:K WaiversSAB 1:K Waivers –– Acquisitions ofAcquisitions of 
Troubled Financial InstitutionsTroubled Financial Institutions 
��  To the extent the Bank acquires aTo the extent the Bank acquires a ““troubled financialtroubled financial 

institutioninstitution”” aass dede fined in SAfined in SAB 1:K, and is unable toB 1:K, and is unable to 
provide all of the historicalprovide all of the historical aa nnd pro formd pro forma informa informaattionion 
for a significant acquisition pursuant to thefor a significant acquisition pursuant to the 
requirements in Rule 3requirements in Rule 3--05 of Regulation S05 of Regulation S--X andX and 
Article 11 of SArticle 11 of S--X, the DCF staff may be able to provideX, the DCF staff may be able to provide 
relief under SAB 1:Krelief under SAB 1:K 

��  Requests for relief should be submitted to theRequests for relief should be submitted to the 
Division of Corporation FinanceDivision of Corporation Finance’’s Chief Accountants Chief Accountant’’ss 
OfficeOffice 
��  Attn:Attn: Wayne Carnall, Chief AccountantWayne Carnall, Chief Accountant 
��  dcaoletters@sec.govdcaoletters@sec.gov 
��  Fax:Fax: (202) 772(202) 772--92139213 
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Useful Guidance and ToolsUseful Guidance and Tools 
 
••	 Compliance & Disclosure InterpretationsCompliance & Disclosure Interpretations 
 

http://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/cfguidance.http://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/cfguidance.shtmlshtml 

•• 	 Financial Reporting ManualFinancial Reporting Manual 
http://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/cffinancialreportinghttp://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/cffinancialreporting 
manumanual.shtmlal.shtml 

•• 	 Guidance for Consulting with the Office ofGuidance for Consulting with the Office of 
the Chief Accountantthe Chief Accountant 
http://www.sec.gov/info/acchttp://www.sec.gov/info/accountants/ocasubguidance.htountants/ocasubguidance.ht 
mm 
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